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CONTROL OF ACQUISITIONS IN TERMS OF COMPETITION ACT 89 OF 1998 


 


1.   Introduction 


 


An acquisition means to gain control of market power over other firms through take over,
1
 


joint venture
2
 and merger


3
.The Competition Act


4
 has been enacted to control acquisitions 


to promote and maintain competition.
5
 The need for control of acquisitions must be seen in 


the context of historical legacy of economic concentration, ownership, collusive practices 


by firms and the abuse of economic power by firms in dominant positions.
6
 The 


fundamental principle of control of acquisitions is the need to balance economic efficiency 


with socio economic equity and development.
7
 ‘Control of acquisitions’ is the regulation of 


business relation in order to maintain balance of market power and concentration.  


                                                 
1
 A ‘take over’ is an offer by one company to another, for a large proportion or all of its 


shares, to bring it under control. The offer sometimes consists of a proportionate number of 


its own shares, together with a cash payment per share in exchange. Definition by 


Campbell RT in Competition Utility. 


2
 A ‘joint venture’ is a strategic alliance between two or more parties to undertake 


economic activity together. The parties agree to create a new entity together by both 


contributing in equity and then share in the profits, losses and control of the enterprise. The 


venture can be for one specific project only or a continuing business relationship. 


Definition by Campbell RT in Competition Utility. 


3
 A ‘merger’ may be achieved in any manner, including through purchase, “lease of the 


shares”, (This phrase is a contract by which the owner of the shares allows another to use 


the shares for a specified time, in return for profit.) an interest and assets of the other firm 


in question, amalgamation or other combination with the other firm in question. Definition 


by Campbell RT in Competition Utility. 


4
 89 of 1998 


5
 Section 2 of the Act. 


6
 Section 2 of the Act, quoted from Brassey at page 235-238. 


7
 Section 2 of the Act, quoted from Brassey at page 236-237. 
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2.   Historical background 


 


The origins of mergers and acquisitions regulation and enforcement in South Africa started 


with the Cape Meat Trade Act.
8
 This was the first legislative attempt to deal with the 


control of mergers and acquisitions in South Africa. This Act failed because it only aimed 


at regulating monopolies in the meat trade. The second legislation to attempt to improve the 


control of acquisitions was Pre-Union Statute Law Revision Act.
9
 This Act failed because   


it did not deal with competition issues per se.  


The origins of competition policy in South Africa lie with the Regulation of Monopolistic 


Conditions Act,
10


 a review of which in 1970 found that it had been unsuccessful in 


preventing a dramatic increase in oligopolies. This Act failed because it applied only to 


monopolistic conditions
11


 with the aim of dealing with acquisitions indirectly.  As a result, 


the Maintenance and Promotion of Competition Act
12


 was introduced and the Competition 


Board
13


 tasked with administering the Act was established.  


The 1979 Act was amended in 1986 to give the Competition Board further powers, 


including the ability to act not only against new concentrations of economic power but also 


existing monopoly
14


 and oligopoly.
15


  


                                                 
8
  15 of 1907 


9
  78 of 1967 


10
  24 of 1955 


11
 These are conditions in which large firms control market unfairly. 


12
  96 of 1979, which was the result of the Mouton Commission Report of 1976. 


13
This was established by section 3(1) of the 1979 Act. 


14
 This is to take the greatest share of the market power, so preventing others from sharing     


it. 
15


 This is a form of control of market power in one small group of firms at the expense of 


others. 
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The function of the Board was to provide general guidelines on control of acquisitions for 


the benefit of the parties engaged in acquisitions and the issuing of policy in this regard.
16


 


The Board was entrusted with the power to make decisions as to the justification of the 


acquisitions on public interest in compatibility with the Act in relation to information 


furnished by the parties to the acquisition.
17


 The Minister of Trade and Industry was 


precluded from issuing a notice declaring the acquisition unlawful were the Board had 


issued the ruling that the acquisition was in the public interest.
18


 The Board had a duty to 


make an investigation into whether an unlawful acquisition had been made, its nature and 


the controlling interest acquired and held.
19


 The Board was entrusted with the power to 


summon witnesses and take evidence from them.
20


 It had the power to investigate any 


agreement entered into or intended to be entered into or any arrangement in which a party 


to an acquisition had any interest which he acquired or intended to acquire in any business 


or asset.
21


 The Board could make recommendations and report to the Minister of Trade and 


Industry an investigation into an acquisition.
22


 The Act gave any party to an acquisition the 


power to appeal to the Special Court
23


 against a decision made by the Board. 


The 1955 and the 1979 Acts failed to control acquisitions because they did not contain 


provisions on compulsory pre-notifications of mergers and acquisitions. The other reason 


as to why particularly the 1979 Act failed was because it did not contain provisions to 


widen the Board’s powers on merger and acquisition control as its powers were only 


                                                 
16


 Section 6(1) (c) of the 1979 Act. 


17
 Section 6(2) (a) of the 1979 Act. 


18
 Section 14(1) (c) of the 1979 Act. 


19
 Section 10(1) (a) and (b) of the 1979 Act. 


20
 Section 6(1) (a) of the 1979 Act 


21
 Section 8(1) of the 1979 Act.  


22
 Section 12(3) of the 1979 Act. 


23
 Section 15(4)-(6) of the 1979 Act. 
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investigatory in nature because it could not approve or disapprove of a merger or 


acquisition.
24


  


The government signaled its intention to review the competition law regime in the White 


Paper on Reconstruction and Development in 1994.
25


 The Department of Trade and 


Industry embarked on a three-year project, consulting with experts and stakeholders, to 


arrive at a new competition policy framework for South Africa. In November 1997 the 


Department of Trade and Industry released Proposed Guidelines
26


 for Competition Policy. 


These guidelines formed the basis for negotiations at the National Economic Development 


and Labour Council (NEDLAC). The objective of the NEDLAC process was to reach 


agreement between business, government and labour on policy principles which would 


shape and inform competition legislation. A NEDLAC agreement on competition policy 


was concluded on 20 May 1998. After a fourteen-week public consultation process, the 


Competition Act
27


 was passed by Parliament in September 1998. Certain provisions of the 


Act were brought into effect in October 1998 to allow for the establishment of a new 


institutional framework. The remaining provisions of the Act became effective on 1 


September 1999.  


The stated purpose of the Competition Act
28


 is to promote and maintain competition in the 


country in order to achieve the following objective, among others, to control mergers and 


acquisitions in terms of the provisions of the Act.
29


  


3. The role of the Competition Commission, Competition Tribunal and 


 Competition Appeal Court 


                                                 
24


 Brassey M et al Competition Law (2000). 


25
 Notice 1954 Gazette 16085 of 23 November 1994. 


26
 This was entitled ‘A Framework for Competition, Competitiveness and Development’.  


27
The Competition Act 89 of 1998. 


28
 89 of 1998. 


29
 Provided for in section 12A of the Act. 



http://www.polity.org.za/govdocs/policy/competition.html
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The Competition Act
30


 establishes three institutions that have jurisdiction over mergers.  


These are the Competition Commission,
31


 the Competition Tribunal,
32


 and the Competition 


Appeal Court.
33


 The Commission has a range of functions
34


 which include: investigating 


anti-competitive conduct resulting from mergers and acquisitions, assessing the impact of 


mergers and acquisitions on competition and taking appropriate action, monitoring 


competition levels and market transparency in the economy, identifying impediments to 


competition and playing an advocacy role in addressing these impediments. 


 


The Commission enjoys both investigative and adjudicative powers in relation to small and 


intermediate mergers while it has investigative powers in respect of large mergers.
35


  


Consequently, it has the authority to approve, conditionally approve or prohibit small and 


intermediate mergers.
36


  In relation to large mergers, the Commission has to provide 


written recommendations with reasons to the Tribunal, the Minister of Trade and Industry 


and the merging parties in order to allow or disapprove a merger.
37


 


 


The Tribunal is responsible for the adjudication of competition matters and has jurisdiction 


throughout the country.
38


  The Tribunal may, among other things, adjudicate on any 


conduct prohibited in terms of the restrictive practices provisions contained in Chapter 2 of 


the Act, impose any remedy provided for in the Competition Act, make any order or ruling, 


including a costs order, provided for in the Act, hear appeals from or review any decision 


of the Commission that may be referred to it, and authorise or prohibit large mergers.
39


 In 


                                                 
30


 89 of 1998. 
31


 Established in terms of section 19 of the Competition Act 89 of 1998. 
32


 Section 26 of the Act. 
33


 Section 36 of the Act. 
34


 Section 21(1) to 21(4) of the Competition Act. 


   
35


 Section 21(1) to 21(4) of the Competition Act. 


   
36


 Section 12A (3) of the Act. 


   
37


 Section 12A (2) of the Act. 


38
 Section 26(1) (a) of the Act 


39
 Section 27 of the Act. 
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particular, the Tribunal assesses the Commission’s recommendations in respect of large 


mergers.  It also deals with appeals in relation to small and intermediate mergers.
40


  It has 


jurisdiction throughout the country and is a court of record.
41


  


 The Competition Appeal Court may
42


 consider any appeal from or review a decision of the 


Tribunal, confirm, amend or set aside a decision or an order that is the subject of appeal or 


review by the Tribunal and give any judgment or make any order that the circumstances 


require.
43


 


Although all three competition authorities receive their funding from government, they 


enjoy independence from government. The Competition Act states that these institutions 


are subject only to the Constitution and the law.
44


  However, in respect of large mergers, 


notice of the merger must be forwarded to the Minister of Trade and Industry.  The 


Minister is entitled to participate in any intermediate or large merger proceedings but has 


no decision-making ability.  The Minister’s participation is limited to the public interest 


grounds
45


 articulated in the Act. 


In the banking sector the Act provides that if a merger falls within the parameters of section 


37 or section 54 of the Banks Act
46


, the Minister of Finance must be notified of the 


transaction before any decision may be taken.  The Minister may then issue a certificate 


stating that it is in the public interest that the merger be regulated by the Banks Act. This is 


an exception where the competition authorities cease to have jurisdiction and are precluded 


from making any decision regarding the transaction.
 47


 


 


 


 


                                                 
40


 Section 36(1) (a) of the Act. 
41


 Section 36(1) (a) and (b) of the Act. 
42


 Section 37 of the Act. 
43


 Section 20 of the Act. 
44


 This is in terms of section 20 of the Act. 
45


 This is stipulated under section 12A (3) of the Act. 


46
 94 of 1990. 


47
 Campbell RT Competition Utility (2004) 117. 
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4.   The concept acquisition 


 


For a transaction to be called an ‘acquisition’ there must be two or more separate entities 


which must have intention to fuse together to make one entity. An acquisition is not limited 


to two as there can be many entities up to infinity. The main aim of the entity must be 


relevant to the principles of Competition Act on prohibited fusion and the business must 


not be necessarily of the same kind as there are conglomerated acquisitions of various 


entities not competing in the same market. The primary objective of such fusion must be to 


acquire market power, equipment for technological support or financial support but their 


relationship must not have the aim to control prices, to exclude competition or to behave to 


an appreciable extent independently of its competitors, customers and suppliers. The 


intention of the parties must show that they use the merger objectively to acquire stronger 


position of market power against their competitors and the firms must have a common goal 


of making profit which must happen by means of competitive ideas and manner by 


directors. The acquisition must have a tendency of taking a percentage of market share in 


the relevant field of business where it cannot exclude other competitors but provide tough 


competition against such firms in order to promote the overall objective of competition law 


by means of providing tough but healthy competition.
48


  


 


There are prohibited and non-prohibited acquisitions. Prohibited acquisitions are those 


which have a tendency to lead to abuse of dominant position of market power.
49


 They must 


have competitors, suppliers and other manufacturers and they must conflict with the issue 


of the public interest as well as defeat the objectives of competition law and policy which is 


to protect competition among relevant competitors. The existence of anti-competitive 


acquisition must be harmful to the economic growth and trade by means of its prohibited 


practices and such a process must be inconsistent with section 12 of the Competition Act 


                                                 
48


 Brassey M Competition law (2002) at 259 -275. 


49
 They can be prohibited if their market power exceeds 40 percent in that common market. 
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and must defeat the objective of constitutional regulation to free trade
50


 when interpreted 


and put in practice. A non-prohibited practice is one which is initiated in public interest and 


benefit or one which is derived to be used to challenge its relevant competitors in the spirit 


of good and healthy competition. Such an acquisition must be made to improve the 


standard of skill and technology as for helping other firms and to help the merger firms to 


be financially viable. Such a merger must have very good impact towards the economic 


growth and stability.
51


   


 


Most acquisitions have little effect on competition, for example if one small company buys 


another operating in different market it is unlikely that competition will be reduced, but 


there are many good commercial reasons
52


 for the control of acquisitions. The classification 


into categories of acquisitions in itself signifies the economic impact that acquisitions have 


on the economy, in other words competition law exist for the purpose of regulating 


competition but most necessarily, competition law exists for the purpose of regulating 


economic growth by laying out classifications
53


 of mergers into categories for economic 


development and monitoring.  


 


Control of a firm can be acquired through many means including by buying shares, buying 


the business or assets, by interlocking directorship or by venturing into a certain business 


aiming to acquire interest through entering into a take over or merger contract. In the case 


of British Rail Hover Craft v Hover Lloyd 
54


 the holder of 47 percent interest in one 


                                                 
50


 The effect must improve competitiveness and encourage competition between competing  


    firms that will not be prohibited nor would it be harmful- see Brassey on page 269 -274. 


51
 This are acquisitions which happened by use of force or threats against the other covered  


    Firm-see Brassey on 259. 


52
 The reasons include: (1).To encourages good managerial skills (2). To fuse assets to                        


make strong entity (3). To make products cheaper to boast consumers. 


53
 These are classified of into (a) small acquisitions; (b) intermediate  


    Acquisitions and (c) large acquisitions.  


54
 (1981) HCP  374. 
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company married a holder of 30 percent interest in the same company were both holders of 


interests were main shareholders of their companies. On referral of acquisition the question 


before the court was whether an action of acquiring a company by a marriage of remote 


relatives of persons controlling different enterprises constitutes an acquisition for the 


purpose of competition law. The court held that this kind of a joint venture constituted an 


acquisition for the purpose of competition law. The reason was the status of the parties to 


the joint ventures whose interests when joint together constituted an acquisition by the 47 


percent holder of the 30 percent holder. In this instance the action of a marriage in order to 


form an acquisition in competition law was taken into consideration.  


   


5.   The rationale for the control of acquisitions 


  


The rationale for control of acquisitions is to promote and maintain competition in order to 


achieve efficiency, adaptability and development of the economy and to ensure that small 


and medium sized enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in the 


economy.
55


 


 


The Competition Act
56


 provide for three institutions to achieve the rationale of control of 


acquisitions which is to promote healthy competition and to discourage abuse of dominant 


power by competing firms in order to achieve the objective of the Act. 


 


In the case of Harmony Gold Mining Company Limited v African Rainbow Minerals Gold 


Limited
57


 the Commission recommended the approval of the merger between the 


companies involved because both merging firms were active in the international market for 


the production and supply of gold and because they would be the largest gold producers in 


South Africa which could compete in international markets. The other reason was that the 


transaction had a significant empowerment in that previously disadvantaged individuals 


would hold approximately 26% of the issued share capital of the merged firms. The 


                                                 
55


 Foreword of the Competition Act of 1998.  


56
Act 89 of 1998; Sections 19, 26 and 36 of the Act. 


57
 2003 (3) SA 127 (CT). 
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proposed transaction was found not to be preventing or lessening competition. Therefore no 


public interest concern arose from the merger because it was the aim of competition law to 


empower previously disadvantaged people. It is the objective of the competition policy to 


control acquisitions in order to produce national and international champions firms which 


can compete locally and internationally. 


 


 


The other reason for control of acquisitions is to enhance decision-making during 


acquisitions to include proper participation by trade unions
58


 and other stakeholders to 


represent various economic interests and their member’s interests. 


  


The other reasons include the prohibition of barriers to entry into the market and the 


dynamic characteristics of the market including growth, innovation and product 


differentiation.
59


 So is the desire to advance the issue of public interest in economic policy 


in order to achieve competitiveness and development for the sake of openness and 


transparency in our competition law. 


 


In the case of Eagle Roof Tiles (Pty) Ltd v Lafarge Roofing (Pty) Ltd
60


  the court held that 


one of the primary objectives of competition law and policy was to promote competitive 


processes to the extent that the welfare of the consumers was improved. The court reasoned 


that practically effective competition should bring about low prices or price reduction in 


favour of public interest purpose. But the court held that predatory pricing in the name of 


public interest could not be allowed as it was a form of anti-competitive conduct by a 


dominant firm that priced its products at a level so low that permanent damage was done to 


competitive processes. 


 


                                                 
58


 Provided for in section 13(a) (2) of the Act. 


59
 Brassey at 272. 


60
 (2003)  (4) SA 89 (CAC). 
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The basic concept behind the rationale of competition law in controlling acquisitions lies in 


the fact that all these initiatives are done in a wider sense to protect and preserve healthy 


competition by forcing business entities to cooperate with each other in the spirit of 


humanity in order to improve economic and general developmental goals to build a strong 


economy that can compete globally in strong world markets.
61


                                     


 


6.   Policy on control of acquisitions 


 


The Competition Commission as part of its effective functioning does analysis and 


evaluates market conditionings structures and trends, the development of sector profiles, 


the facilitation of policy generation and review as well as the provision of economic data 


and other information.
62


 The Act provides for compulsory notification to the Competition 


Commission of medium and large mergers. In terms of the current threshold all mergers 


where the combined value of the prices is above R50 million and the value of the target 


firm exceed R5 million must be notified.
63


 Section 16 of the Act lays out the criteria to be 


employed in the merger evaluation process in which there are key steps to be considered.  


 


The analysis is a sophisticated process in which a range of factors must be considered.
64


 


Once the analysis is done it is possible that a merger that leads to large market share might 


be approved whereas one that leads to smaller market share might be rejected.
65


 If it is 


found that the merger will impede competition, the investigators and the tribunal must ask 


                                                 
61


 Brassey at 265. 
62


Section 21 of the Competition Act. 


63
 Mergers with a combined value of R3, 5 billion or greater and where the value of the    


target firm exceed R100 million are designated larger mergers whereas those which fall in 


between are intermediate.  


64
 The factors include the following: - (1) The nature of the product; (2) The state of  


    international trade in the product; (3) Past inter- firm relations; and (4) the prospects  that  


    in the absence of the merger one of the firms may fail to exist. 


65
 In this instance the definition of the market is a very important prior step in conducting  


    the competition analysis. 
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whether there are not efficiency gains from the merger that may counter-balance the 


negative impact on competition.
66


 An anti-competitive merger may be permitted in the face 


of strong public interest reason in its favour, by the same token a merger that is judged to 


have no negative impact on competition may be disallowed on public interest grounds. This 


is controversial and a difficult step but it can be eased by the fact that the Act specifies the 


public interest grounds that may be considered but it will always be a difficult judgment.
67


 


The goals of efficiency, adaptability and development in a competition policy based on 


analysis and choices for consumers recognises the foundation of an economic based policy 


which is concerned about consumer welfare. The other policy goals represent public 


interest issues that have been important to stakeholders in the debate of employment and 


social economic welfare, opportunities to participate in the world markets, equitability for 


small and medium enterprises (SME’s) to participate in the economy and uplift the 


ownership of entities by historically disadvantaged persons.
68


 The preamble characterises 


the problem that the law seeks to address of past practices which led to the excessive 


concentration of ownership and control of business in the hands of a small section of the 


society and unjust restriction of black people to full and free participation in the economy.
69


 


Competition policy has to ensure that the resolution of competition law cases be conducted 


in a procedurally fair, coherent and decisive manner and that new institutional 


arrangements for pursuing the policy will entail an appropriate division of labour within the 


relevant agency. Competition policy also seeks to incorporate the interest of consumers, 


                                                 
66


 Here people must avoid presenting extreme ideas or analysis based on anecdotal  


    evidence alone and must not exaggerate  the efficiencies expected of the merger and  


    must bear in mind that the evidence regarding the efficacy of the merger as a corporate  


    strategy is sceptical at best-see Brassey at 236 -238. 


67
 Again here, cynicism and vastly exaggerated claims do not help the case or promote  


    effective administrative law- see Brassey at 278. 


68
 Section 2 of the Competition Act. 


69
 These include policies of equity and distribution as well as efficiency, and they clearly  


    incorporate goals and ideas for competition law derived from African National  


    Congress’s Charter of Rights and from stakeholder’s debate.   
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workers, emerging entrepreneurs and other corporate players and protect the ability of our 


large corporations to penetrate international markets, just as we must allow foreign 


investors to do business in South Africa in the interest of enhancing overall efficiency and 


economic growth.
70


 


 


The policy seeks to be sufficiently flexible  to incorporate existing policies and future 


modes of market regulation that extend in a coherent manner across the full spectrum of 


industrial and trade policy, foreign exchange policy and the attraction of foreign direct 


investment.
71


 


 


7.   The purpose of the Competition Act on control of acquisitions 


 


The approach of the government presently is not to control acquisition because big business 


per se is bad but because the power which is associated with large economic concentration 


can be abused in many ways, which abuse can have negative consequences for fairness in 


distributions and for the overall efficiency of the economy. For these reasons the 


government had to take initiatives to control acquisitions by means of the Competition 


Act.
72


 The Act ensures market rivalry to prevent collusive practices and to ensure easy 


access by other potential providers of an economic product or services in the relevant 


market. The Act is there as an important pillar to lay in an overall economic policy 


framework that sets standards for robust rivalry between firms.
73


 The features of the Act in 


relation to control of acquisition include to touch on high level of concentration and 


monopolisation, low levels of consumer choice, highly priced basic commodities and a 


poorly developed small-medium enterprise sector ownership structures that benefit a 


handful at the expense of majority and low levels of productivity that result from the 


excessive rent taking in the economic process.
74


 The Act found it essential to initiate the 


                                                 
70


 This is in terms of the objectives of the Act. 
71


 Dekker C et al Business and Investment in South Africa. (2006) 


72
 Campbell RT Competition Utility (2003) at 127. 


73
 These initiatives by the Act are stipulated in chapter 4. 


74
 Van der Woude M EEC Competition Law Handbook (1991) 
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development of a vibrant small, medium and macro enterprises sector in which there must 


be a necessity for a diversification of ownership in favour of historically disadvantaged 


communities and individuals.
75


 According Newsweek magazine,
76


 one of the main 


perceived impediments of investing in this country is the view that the economy is 


characterized by excessive concentration of power. The system is in such a way that “all 


squares on the chess board were blocked”. It is thus clear that we need to promote a more 


competitive environment for several reasons among others to benefit the consumers and 


workers, to more efficiently promote small medium enterprises (SME’s) and to create more 


attractive environment to lure foreign direct investment. 


 


 According to the Minister of Trade and Industry
77


 the fact that the Act includes socio-


economic dimensions is testimony of the new generation of competition policy which is at 


the leading edge of the competition policy as South Africa is not the only country which 


has done so. Many have done so to the benefit of well-structured economy and promotion 


of competition.
78


  


 


 


8.   Promotion of efficiency and development of the economy 


  


The stated purpose of the Act is to promote and maintain the competition status in South 


Africa in order to achieve efficiency, adaptability and development of the economy. This is 


done by doing away with acquisitions which have a tendency to lessen or discourage 


competition. These are prohibited per se because of their bad outcome on competitiveness. 


                                                 
75


 108 of 1996.  


76
 7 August 2004 at 48-49. 


77
 Speech by the Minister of Trade and Industry (in South African parliament) of 25 August        


1998. 


78
These include countries such as England, United States of America and Canada among 


others. 
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This will lead to development of small micro medium enterprises (SMME’s) which will 


pose competition against the bigger firms.  


For the purposes of  competition law policy on efficiency and development of the economy 


our strength of achieving this lies in regulation of acquisitions which prevent competition 


and development of (SMME’s) firms to compete with existing bigger firms.
79


 


 


9.  Promotion of employment and advancement of social and economic welfare 


 


 The Constitution
80


 in section 23 recognises the right of everyone to fair labour practices. 


The law of competition is not an exception to the general rule laid down by section 23. 


Accordingly the Competition Act encourages and protects participation by the trade unions 


in acquisition. In the issue of Barclays and ABSA recently the Commission made reference 


to the impact that the acquisition by Barclays of ABSA would have on the employment 


sector, namely whether the acquisition would have the effect of reducing employment in 


ABSA bank. The result was found to be fair.
81


 On the issue of social welfare cognizance is 


given to the question whether the merger or acquisition will have a tendency of improving 


the life of the group of people who have been disadvantaged in the past. 


 


 In the case of Harmony Gold Mining Company v African Rainbow Minerals Company
82


 


the acquisition was allowed because it had tendency to favour economic development of 


the disadvantaged group of people. It   also had a good impact on economic development of 


blacks because the acquisition gave the disadvantaged group of people twenty six percent 


share in the mining sector, in compliance with the aims and the objectives of the Black 


Economic Empowerment campaign. 


 


 


                                                 
79


 The strategy behind this idea is derived from the objectives and aims of the Act as well     
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80
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10.   Promotion of small and medium size enterprises (SME’S)  


 


The Competition Commission has a duty to ensure the fulfilment of its obligation to create 


an environment conducive for small and medium sized enterprises (SME’s) and firms 


owned by preciously disadvantaged individuals to become competitive. Although there has 


been a shortage of notified transactions with SME competitiveness dimensions, the 


Commission anticipates that more such notifications will start coming in as a result of 


government restructuring of the state assets in which it is expected that applications for 


exemptions may be submitted in large numbers as the restructuring process may lead to 


excessive arrangements for purpose of enabling SME’s to be competitive.   


 


11.    Promotion of spread of ownership 


 


Another purpose of the Competition Act is to promote greater spread of ownership, in 


particular to increase the ownership stakes of historically disadvantaged persons. In 2002 to 


2003 of the 202 merger cases finalized, 22 had black economic empowerment or SME 


components across various sectors, with the mining sector notifying a number of cases 


involving BEE. Included in these was the joint venture between Rustenburg Platinum 


Mines Ltd and the Royal Bafokeng Platinum Mines Ltd, a transaction which allows the two 


companies to actively participate in the platinum group metals market and would provide 


an opportunity for Historically Disadvantaged Persons (HDPs) to acquire skills and 


enterprise in the platinum mining sectors.
83


 In the insurance industry, Thebe Investments 


Corporations, a black owned insurance company, acquired African Insurance Company 


Limited and this allowed Thebe to become a significant black economic empowerment 


force within the financial service markets of the economy. A noteworthy transaction in the 


motor industry was the notification of six large mergers by Daimler Chrysler. This 


involved the vital implementation of Daimler Chrysler South Africa new dealer network 
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strategy which aimed at improving the competitiveness of the dealer network owned by the 


black economic empowerment partners.  


 


The acquisition by Equity Aviation of Apron Services from Transnet arose out of the 


government restructuring and privatization programme. The transaction contained a black 


empowerment element as members of historically disadvantaged groups acquired 50% of 


the shares in Equity Aviation. 


   


12.   Notification requirements 


  


The parties to a small merger may implement the merger without approval, but the 


Commission may call on the parties to notify the merger to it at any time up to six months 


after the implementation date, if it believes that the merger may substantially prevent or 


lessen competition or cannot be justified on grounds of public interest.
84


 The parties to a 


small merger may notify voluntarily prior to implementation.
85


 


 


The parties to an intermediate or large merger may not implement the merger without the 


approval of the competition authorities. In Harmony Gold Mining Company v Gold Field 
86


 


the Competition Appeal Court held that what the Competition Act sought to prohibit was 


not the completion of a merger but any implementation thereof prior to authorization 


having been granted by the relevant competition authorities. 


 


The Competition Act and the rules promulgated there-under set out in detail the procedure 


for notifying the Commission of a merger. No time periods for notification are prescribed, 


save that the parties may not implement a notifiable merger without approval. The 


Commission has a maximum of sixty business days to consider a small or intermediate 


merger. If it has not approved or prohibited the merger on expiry of that time period, the 


merger is deemed to have been approved.  


                                                 
84


 This is in terms of section 13(1) (a) of the Act. 
85


 Section 13 of the Act. 
86


 2003 (2) SA 165 (CAC). 
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The Commission has forty business days to consider and refer a large merger to the 


Tribunal. The Tribunal may, on application by the Commission, extend this period by no 


more than fifteen business days at a time. 


 


Within ten business days of the referral of a large merger, the Tribunal must schedule a pre-


hearing or hearing. This period may be extended on application to the chairperson of the 


Tribunal. Within ten business days of the hearing, the Tribunal must approve or prohibit 


the merger and within twenty business days thereafter must issue reasons for its decision.
87


 


 The competition policy standard, which must be assessed first, is whether the merger is 


likely to substantially prevent or lessen competition. That determination requires a multi-


factor analysis, set out in the statute, to assess the probability that firms will compete or co-


operate after the merger. Factors to consider include import competition ease of entry, tariff 


and regulatory barriers, concentration, any history of collusion, countervailing power, 


dynamic characteristics such as growth, innovation and product differentiation, vertical 


integration, business failure and removal of an effective competitor.
88


  


 


If the competition analysis indicates a problem, the next step is to determine whether 


technological, efficiency or other pro-competitive gains would be likely to offset the anti-


competitive effects and would not likely be obtained absent the merger.
89


 Whether 


efficiencies must be passed on to or demonstrably benefit consumers depends upon the 


nature of the claimed efficiencies. 


 


The Tribunal distinguishes real quantifiable efficiencies, for which a clear showing of 


consumer benefit is less necessary, from less compelling claims for which there should be a 


demonstration that the benefit is passed through to consumers. Considering claims of 


efficiencies only after finding that a merger could impair competition means that the 
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merging companies have greater difficulty justifying it. An alternative would be to consider 


claims about efficiencies in the first stage, that is, in determining the transaction’s net effect 


on competition. This approach would be consistent with policy goals based principally on 


economic efficiency. However, it would require changing the statute, which now treats 


efficiencies as a defence.
90


 A merger may also be approved or disapproved, based on 


substantial public interest grounds.
91


 


 


The public interest grounds are broad but are not unlimited to effect on a particular sector 


or region, employment, international competitiveness of South African industries or the 


ability of small business or firms controlled by historically disadvantaged persons to 


become competitive.
92


  


 


The thorough approach to merger analysis, the relevance of the public interest factors, and 


some of the jurisdictional problems are illustrated by the case of Nedcor v Stanbic. 
93


 In 


reviewing a proposed merger of two major banks, the Commission performed a standard 


analysis, defining service markets, finding high concentration and focusing on likely 


competitive effects. The Commission identified eight out of twelve product markets in 


corporate, investment and merchant banking as worrisomely concentrated and thus 


problematic, despite the likelihood of significant foreign competition. In retail and small 


business services, there was even greater concern because entry of foreign banks was less 


likely to be a constraint on market power over these services. Efficiencies were considered, 


but the claims were rejected because they were unlikely to benefit consumers. The 


employment impact was also important, because the consolidation would eliminate 4000 


jobs. The Competition Act has been amended to narrow that reading substantially.
94
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Whether a transaction amounts to a merger that is subject to notification and review 


depends upon the acquisition or establishment of control, either direct or indirect. Control 


is a matter of fact which the statute characterises in two ways. In formal terms, it is 


beneficial ownership of a majority of the capital or the power to control a majority of 


shares or to appoint (or veto) a majority of the directors or equivalent officers. In functional 


terms, it is the ability to materially influence firm policy in a way comparable to a person 


who can exercise control as understood in ordinary commercial practice.
95


 


 


13.   Reasons for notification 


Merger control regime is an essential element of competition law and policy. Mergers form 


an integral part of the competitive process as a mechanism through which control of assets 


can be transferred for efficiency reasons.
96


 Mergers may, depending on the market and how 


they are structured, result in anti-competitive effects, efficiency or technological gains or 


may impact negatively on public interests.
97


  Merger control is therefore aimed at detecting 


mergers that potentially have anti-competitive effect as a result of a competitor being 


removed in a market or those which impact negatively on public interests such as creation 


of barriers for SME participation in a market.
98


 The purpose is that where negative effects 


are found either on competition or public interests grounds or both, the authorities must 


prevent such merger from taking place. The aim is not to prevent mergers from taking 


place or unreasonably hamper the running of business but is to protect competition.
99
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14.  Merger threshold requirements 


 


Mergers are classified as small, intermediate or large, according to thresholds of turnover 


or assets that are determined by a regulation issued by Department of Trade and Industry 


(DTI), after notice and comment and in consultation with the Commission.
100


 The threshold 


has been increased significantly since 1998 to reduce the number of transactions that are 


subject to mandatory notification and review. 


 


Large merger means over R3.5 billion in combined turnover or assets and over R100 


million for the acquired firm, and medium merger means below R200 million in combined 


turnover or assets and below R30 million for the acquired firm. Filing fees have been cut in 


half, to R250 000 for larger mergers and R75 000 for intermediate ones.
101


 


 


Small mergers ordinarily need not be notified to the Commission. The Commission may 


require notification of a small merger if it believes the merger might have an anti-


competitive effect or might not be in the public interest. The Commission must take this 


action within six months after the transaction, and the parties must suspend implementation 


until the review is completed. Intermediate and large mergers must be notified in advance 


to the Competition Commission and notice must be given to the union or the employees of 


the primary acquiring firm and the primary target.
102


 


 


The notification package must include a number of documents along with the required 


forms, the merger agreement and a document assessing the transaction with respect to 


competitive conditions.  
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14.1   Small merger 


 A small merger means a merger or proposed merger with a value at or below the lower 


threshold established in terms of subsection (1) (a) of section11. This refers to a merger of 


firms whose annual turn over is below R50 million.
103


  


A party to a small merger is not required to notify the Commission of the merger unless the 


Commission requires it to do so in terms of subsection (3) and may implement that merger 


without approval, unless required to notify the Commission.
104


A party to a small merger 


may voluntarily notify the Commission of that merger at any time. Within six months after 


a small merger is implemented, the Commission may require the parties to  notify the 


Commission thereof in the prescribed manner and form if, in the opinion of the 


Commission, having regard to the provisions of section 12A, the merger may substantially 


prevent or lessen competition or cannot be justified on public interest grounds. A party to a 


merger contemplated in subsection (3) may take no further steps to implement it until it has 


been approved or conditionally approved.
105


 


Within twenty business days after all parties to a small merger have fulfilled all their 


notification requirements in the prescribed manner and form the Competition Commission 


may extend the period in which it has to consider the proposed merger by a single period 


not exceeding forty business days and, in that case, must issue an extension certificate to 


any party who notified it of the merger or after having considered the merger in terms of 


section 12A, must issue a certificate in the prescribed form, approving the merger subject 


to any conditions prohibiting implementation thereof if it has not been implemented 


or declaring the merger to be prohibited.
106


 


If, upon the expiry of the twenty business day period provided for, the Commission has not 


issued any of the required certificates and upon the expiry of an extension period 
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contemplated in subsection (5) (a) the Commission has not issued a certificate referred to in 


subsection (5) (h), the merger must be regarded as having been approved.
107


 


The Commission must publish a notice of the decision in the Gazette and issue written 


reasons if it prohibits or conditionally approves the merger or is requested to do so by a 


party to the merger.
108


 


14.2 Medium merger 


The Competition Act
109


 defines a medium or intermediate merger as a merger or proposed 


merger with a value between the lower and higher thresholds established in terms of 


section 11(1) (a) of the Act.
110


 


 


In terms of the Act medium merger occurs when the combined annual turnover in the 


country of the acquiring firm and the target firm is valued at or above R50 million or the 


combined assets in the country of the acquiring firm and the target firm are valued at or 


above R50 million or the annual turnover of the acquiring firm plus the assets of the target 


firm are valued at or above R50 million or the assets of the acquiring firm plus the annual 


turnover of target firm are valued at or above R50 million and the annual turnover of the 


target firm exceeds R5 million or the asset value of the target firm exceeds R5 million.
111


 


 


14.3 Large merger  


 


In terms of the Act a large merger means a merger or proposed merger with a value at or 


above the higher threshold established in terms of subsection (1)(a) of section11 of the 
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Act.
112


 The provisions of the Act  respecting a “large” merger apply to a merger if the 


combined annual turnover of the acquiring firm and the target firm is valued at or above R 


3,5 billion or if the combined assets of the acquiring firm and the target firm are valued at 


or above R3,5 billion or if the annual turnover of the acquiring firm plus the assets  of the 


target firm are valued at or above R3,5 billion or if the assets of the acquiring firm plus the 


annual turnover of target firm are valued at or above R3,5 billion.
113


 The merger is also 


large if the annual turnover of the target firm exceeds R100 million or the asset value of the 


target firm exceeds R100 million.
114


 


After receiving notice of a large merger the Competition Commission must refer the notice 


to the Competition Tribunal and the Minister and within forty business days after all parties 


to a large merger have fulfilled all their prescribed notification requirements, the 


Commission must forward to the Competition Tribunal and the Minister a written 


recommendation, with reasons, whether or not implementation of the merger should be 


approved subject to any conditions or prohibited.
115


 


 


15.  Determination of the value of the assets or turn over  


 


For the purposes of the Act the assets and the turnover of a firm must be calculated in 


accordance with South African generally accepted accounting practice ("G.A.A.P.").
116


 


 The asset value of a firm at any time is based on the gross value of the firm’s assets as 


recorded on the firm’s balance sheet for the end of the immediately previous financial year.  


In particular the asset value equals the total assets less any amount shown on that balance 
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sheet for depreciation or diminution of value. The combined assets are to include all assets 


on the balance sheets of the firms concerned, including any goodwill or intangible assets 


included in their balance sheets. No deduction may be taken for liabilities or encumbrances 


of the firm and the combined assets are to be calculated on the basis of the combined assets 


before giving effect to the merger and accordingly the combined assets do not include any 


goodwill or intangible assets that would arise as a result of the merger. The combined 


assets are not adjusted for any investments the acquiring firm might have in the target firm 


or amounts due by one firm to the other and assets in the Republic includes all assets 


arising from activities in the Republic.
117


 


 


 If between the date of the financial statements being used to calculate the asset value of a 


firm and the date on which that calculation is being made, the firm acquired any subsidiary 


company, associated company or joint venture not shown on those financial statements or 


divested itself of any subsidiary company, associated company or joint venture shown on 


those financial statements certain items must be added to the calculation of the firm’s asset 


value if these items should in terms of G.A.A.P. be included in the firm’s asset value 


namely, the value of those recently acquired assets and any asset received in exchange for 


those recently divested assets.
118


 


 


The items that may be deducted in calculation of the firm’s asset value include the firm’s 


asset value, the value of those recently divested assets at the date of their divestiture and 


any asset that was shown on the balance sheet and was subsequently used to acquire the 


recently acquired asset.
119


 


 


The annual turnover of a firm at any time is the gross revenue of that firm from income in, 


into or from the Republic, arising from transactions and events as recorded on the firm’s 
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income statement for the immediately previous financial year.
120


 These include the sale of 


goods, the rendering of services and the use by others of the firm’s assets yielding interest, 


royalties and dividends. When calculating turnover the following amounts may be 


excluded, namely, any amount that is properly excluded from gross revenue in accordance 


with G.A.A.P taxes, rebates or any similar amount calculated and paid in direct relation to 


revenue, as for example, sales tax, value added tax, excise duties and sales rebates. No 


adjustment is made for any amount that represents a duplication arising from transactions 


between the acquiring firm and the target firm. Revenue excludes gains arising from non- 


current assets and from foreign currency transactions.
121


 


 


For banks and insurance firms revenue includes those amounts of income required to be 


included in an income statement in terms of generally accepted accounting practice, but 


excluding those amounts which are outside the country.
122


 


 


 If between the date of the most recent financial statements being used to calculate the 


turnover of a firm and the date on which that calculation is being made, the firm has 


acquired any subsidiary company, associated company or joint venture not shown on those 


financial statements or divested itself of any subsidiary company, associated company or 


joint venture shown on those financial statements, the turnover generated by those recently 


acquired assets must be included in the calculation of the firm’s turnover if it should in 


terms G.A.A.P. be included in the turnover of the firm. The turnover generated by those 


recently divested assets in the immediately previous financial year may be deducted from 


the firm’s turnover if it was included in the turnover of the firm.
123


 


 


If the financial statements used as a basis for calculating turnover in or outside the country 


are for more or less than twelve months, the values recorded on those statements must be 


pro-rated to the equivalent of twelve months.
124
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16.   Investigation of mergers involving companies standing in a horizontal or vertical       


relationship 


   


The Commission has a responsibility to investigate and evaluate
125


 alleged contraventions 


of Chapter 2 of the Act which contains provisions about the prohibited practices.  For the 


first time in the history of competition regulation in the country the Act contains provisions 


that stipulate what are prohibited practices.
126


   


 


The Commission in this instance investigates whether firms in a horizontal relationship are 


prohibited from merging in order to engage in practices of directly or indirectly fixing a 


purchase or selling price or any other trading condition, dividing markets by allocating 


customers, suppliers, territories or specific types of goods or services and collusive 


tendering are prohibited amongst competitors.
127


 The Act further prohibits parties in a 


vertical relationship from maintaining a minimum resale price especially were they merge 


for this purpose and the only way through which they may be proceed without being in 


contravention of the Act would be through applying for and being granted an exemption 


from the application of Chapter 2 of the Act by the Commission.
128


      


 


The Act also prohibits parties from engaging in practices that may have the effect of 


substantially preventing or lessening competition in the market.  However, these practices 


may be justifiable on the basis of efficiency, technological or any other pro-competitive 


gains that may otherwise outweigh the potential anti-competitive effects of a particular 


practice.
129
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17.  Investigation of the activities of state enterprises 


 


In the case of the Arms and Armaments Corporation (Armscor), it is exempted from 


provisions of other laws, except if the President decides to apply a particular Act by 


proclamation.
130


  However, in the event of Armscor undertaking any other practices which 


are not mainstream armaments manufacturing such practices by Armscor may be subject to 


the application of the Competition Act. Therefore, if Armscor uses its dominance in the 


arms manufacturing sector to induce anti-competitive behavior in a related but not 


mainstream defense industry, it may fall foul of the Competition Act.
131


  In this instance, 


the Commission will be empowered to investigate the matter if it is related to the 


contravention of provisions of the Competition Act.
132


 


 


 In the case of Denel (Pty) Ltd the Act applies as it is a private company incorporated in 


terms of the Companies Act.  Therefore, like any other private company, all its practices 


are subject to the provisions of the Competition Act.
133


      


 


18. The implications of the Competition Act for privatisation and restructuring of                                                                               


      state owned enterprises  


 


The Commission is of the view that there is no conflict between its mandate and the 


broader government policy on the restructuring and privatisation of public enterprises.
134


  


The Commission mandate, instead, is complementary to the restructuring and privatization 


processes, as it introduces the much needed regulation in any privatisation or restructuring 


process from the competition perspective.
135
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Normally when the privatisation or restructuring of state enterprises takes place, it results 


in the restructured entities becoming dominant in the relevant markets.  Although there is 


nothing wrong with being dominant in a market, the Act prohibits the abuse of dominant 


positions by firms.
136


 It is important to note, amongst other things, that it is prohibited for a 


dominant firm to charge an excessive price to the detriment of consumers and to refuse to 


give a competitor access to an essential facility.  A dominant firm may also not require a 


supplier or customer to not deal with a competitor, refuse to supply scarce goods to a 


competitor and buy-up a scarce supply of intermediate goods or resources required by a 


competitor.
137


 


 


However, the above mentioned practices may be justifiable on the basis of efficiency, 


technological or any other pro-competitive gains that may otherwise outweigh the potential 


anti-competitive effects of a particular practice.
138


 


 


The privatisation or sale of state assets is subject to merger provisions as there may be 


competition issues arising out of such processes.  The merger analysis provisions
139


 require 


the Commission to look at issues in the market including the actual and potential level of 


import competition, the ease of entry, including tariff and regulatory barriers, the level and 


trends of concentration, the history of collusion, the degree of countervailing power, the 


likelihood that the acquisition would result in the merged firm having market power, the 


dynamic characteristics of the market, including growth, innovation and product 


differentiation and the nature and extent of vertical integration.
140


 


 


In addition, when determining whether or not a merger can be justified on public interest 


grounds, the Commission must consider the effect that the merger will have on a particular 
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industrial sector or region, employment, the ability of small businesses or firms controlled 


or owned by historically disadvantaged persons to become competitive, as well as the 


ability of national industries to compete in international markets.
141


  


   


The implications for an institution like Armscor are that some of the practices that may 


have been taking place previously may now, under the Competition Act, be prohibited.  


Therefore, the best approach in this instance may be for both companies to review their 


contracts, together with those of their subsidiaries and test them against the provisions of 


the Act.
142


  


 


Another approach may be to make use of the Commission’s Compliance Division by 


requesting non-binding advisory opinions on these contracts and other practices that may 


be ongoing to determine if they are in line with the Act.
143


   


 


19.   Advantages of acquisitions 


  


If acquisitions can be used efficiently they can create national champion firms which will 


compete in the world’s top markets. Acquisitions can be used to create financial means of 


success for small firms which are disadvantaged due to lack of financial means to open up 


extensions of business.
144


 They have the capability to provide skills, world class training 


and facilities which will benefit employees. Acquisitions can also be used to bolster the 


merging firms to require heavy expensive machinery and the world class technology. 


 This will definitely contribute to economic growth and development and ultimately to 


human development. Big and successful business is good for the economy and job creation.  
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20.  The disadvantages of acquisitions 


 


If allowed unchecked, acquisitions can have the effect of killing competition as they can be 


used as a tool to gain dominant position in the market which is often abused.
145


 The bigger 


firms can use acquisition to avoid competition by hindering the growth of small firms 


through a practice of swallowing them to avoid the competition. Acquisitions as such can 


be used to destroy efficiency in the economy if uncontrolled and can easily result in 


monopolies.  


 


21.   Comment 


  


The country is in need of guidelines regarding the implementation of the Competition Act 


because some of the provisions of the Act are poorly drafted and lack certainty, for 


example definition of mergers. There are also costly implications for companies which 


wish to undertake ordinary corporate activity involving mergers and other acquisitions of 


control.   


The problem with the Act is that while it is meant to check anti-competitive behaviour 


some of its implications are absurd if the words of the Act are given their usual 


interpretation.
146


 


 


The definition of a merger is the main problem. The Act defines a merger as the acquisition 


either directly or indirectly of control by one or more persons over all significant interests 


in the whole or part of a business of a competitor, supplier, customer or other persons. My 


concern is why bother to define the first three categories of the definition and then add 


other persons? Legally, ‘other’ can either mean of a like kind or in the plain meaning of 
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words, can mean any other which can be a competitor, supplier and customer and clearly 


this categories of people are not alike. Why then mix them with the meaning and 


interpretation of the definition?
147


 


 


Given the possible wide interpretation the Act obliges parties to notify the competition 


Commission by filing an application and paying a filing fee, even if the deal does not 


involve an anti-competitive aspect. Nevertheless one would support the fact that employee 


representatives must also be informed and have the opportunity to participate in 


proceedings and this is a major step towards development of the people who are involved 


in business.
148


 


 


On the question of costs I recommend that notification requirements be made easier 


without exorbitant amounts of money which is unnecessary. 


The threshold requirements as specified in the Act take no account of the size of a 


transaction where only part of a business is being acquired, it may be very small part, but 


yet the Act may require a filing fee of half-a-million rand based on the turn over of the 


whole business. The problem here is that approvals take too long and this disturbs the 


running of business and ultimately economic development. I recommend that procedures 


be created for quicker approvals.   


 


I also recommend that filing of mergers be under protest and that parties be allowed their 


fee back if the proposed merger falls outside the commission’s authority. Once again it is 


not clear whether small mergers must be notified or not because the Act says there is no 


notification necessary but contradict itself by saying that such mergers must be notified if 


they attract the commission’s interest. If one may ask, where is certainty? Clarity is 


required in this regard.  
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 Visit www.global-competition.com and see the article ‘Interpretation of competition’ by 


M Alborg. 
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 Section 18 of the Act. 



http://www.global-competition.com/
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22.  Conclusion 


 


Since competition analysis is about harm to competition, competition policy should be 


guided by a principle that the whole process of competition involves the struggle by firms 


to achieve positions of superiority over rivals. In economics, market power is not about 


charging higher prices per se but rather is about the unilateral ability to do and the power to 


extract long run monopoly profits or sustain inefficiencies without risks and that is the 


direction of which our competition authority should follow. What is important for South 


African competition authorities is a need to recognise a set of legal standards in their 


analysis of competition issues, including the investigation of mergers.
149


 The rationale for a 


related merger policy standard that size is needed for efficiency, needs to be re-examined as 


there is still no clear economic or econometric and robust evidence linking absolute size to 


efficiency. That the type of evidence, which is to be taken into account in the relevant 


market, should include criteria other than prices and our authorities should re-examine the 


basic principle of demand substitution in our economy. 


 


Our policy and regulation should have an introduction and application of criteria for 


assessing market power in the innovative markets and in markets where there are efficient 


large firms. 


 


Finally on the issue of competition law and the competitiveness of a country, the fact is that 


competition law protects the competition process in the markets. It ensures that the most 


efficient merger will survive and that larger but less efficient competitors cannot resort to 


anti –competitive schemes to maintain market share. Therefore, a country with an effective 


competition law will likely have fewer monopolies, oligopolies but a more efficient private 


sector. 
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 See Campbell Competition Utility at 137. 
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